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ABSTRACT 

 

During the program researching on airborne telemetering transmitter of a certain remote 

telemetry system, small size and a variety of voltage on board are design difficulties. Due 

to the above important factors, the performance of power supply makes a big affect to the 

parameters of BPSK modulated signal, especially the EVM (Error Vector Magnitude). The 

author analyzes the cause of power supply noise and puts forward some suggestions to 

damp the noise. With these methods, the EVM of modulated signal is improved. Finally, 

we can conclude the related principles about the suppression of power supply noise. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

In the remote telemetry system, the BPSK modulation signal is transmitted from the plane 

in the air to the ground. EVM is one of the most accepted modulation quality metric, which 

is the magnitude of the vector error between the measuring signal and reference signal. It 

mainly depends on these factors, nonlinear compression and LO phase noise. The ideal 

BPSK modulation signal is constant enveloped. Therefore the nonlinearity parameters of 

amplifier and mixer, such as 1-dB gain compression point and third-order intercept point 

IP3, have little impact on EVM. In practice, the deterioration of EVM caused by nonlinear 

compression will be overcome if considering these nonlinearity parameters carefully. The 

LO phase noise is generated by on-chip phase-locked loop (PLL) and outside interference. 

It is impossible to improve the internal structure of on-chip PLL easily. In our experiment, 

we find that the outside interference is mainly from power circuit. What we can do to damp 

the phase noise, in order to improve EVM, is reduce the power noise. 
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THE GENERATION OF POWER NOISE 

 

There are many reasons to cause power noise, such as on-chip power noise, inductance 

radiation, and voltage ripple coupling and so on. Unreasonable wiring and device layout 

will also increase the noise and degrade the transmitter performance.  

 

In the design of this paper, the oscillator frequency of buck switching regulator is about 54 

kHz. By the experimental result on Figure 1, though a 100μH wire wound chip ferrite 

inductor is used, we observe glitches noise 54.8 kHz from carrier frequency, 2250MHz. 

The phase noise should be reduced by filtering the power noise. 

 

 

Figure 1. LO Phase Noise 

(Agilent N9020A Spectrum Analyzer) 

 

In this design, due to the limit of volume and cost, compact layout of the chips leads to 

serious interference. The doublesided printed circuit board, without dedicated power layer 

or ground layer, makes wires easier the coupling channel. Therefore, the power circuit 

design goal is to provide a nearly constant and 'clean' DC voltage to load even the load 

current changes frequently. 

 

 

POWER NOISE IMPROVEMENT 

 

The use of power noise filter is a very necessary and easy way to effectively decrease the 

power noise and improve the immunity and reliability of system. There are two main forms 

of power noise filter, namely resistor-capacitor filter and inductor-capacitor filter. 

 

Resistor-capacitor filter is an absorption filter. The noise voltage is converted into heat and 

dissipated out. And there is no new interference generated. It is a very effective and 
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economical way to remove power noise. However, resistance voltage-drop makes the 

power voltage-drop, which restricts the use of this filter. The filter is only used when the 

load current is about 10-20mA 
[1]

 and does not affect the quality of power. 

 

Inductor-capacitor filter can provide a better quality of power in the same power 

voltage-drop circumstance, especially in high frequency. Since the inductor-capacitor filter 

is a reflective filter, the noise voltage is not in the load, but the inductor. It may be radiated 

and cause problem to other circuit. Moreover, the inductor-capacitor filter has a resonant 

frequency. The signal will be more significant through the filter than before. So, the 

resonant frequency of the filter must be well below the pass band of the circuit. 

 

In this design, 3.3V DC power supplies to LO chip and crystal. In order to get less LO 

phase noise, the power noise should be eliminated as much as possible. Based on the 

analysis above, as a result of the total load current is about 32mA, and the chip’s operating 

voltage can be as low as 2.7V, the capacitor-resistance power noise filter is used in the 

circuit. In Figure 2, the upper one is the power noise before the use of resistor 

(10Ω)-capacitor (4.7μF) filter and the lower one is after the use. The filter has attenuation 

of about 23dB. See Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 2. Power Noise Before And After The Use of Filter  

(Horizontal Scale: 10Ωμs/div, Vertical Scale: 100mV/div) 

(Agilent 8064A Infiniium Oscilloscopes) 
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Figure 3. The Insertion Loss of Resistor-Capacitor Filter 

(Agilent Advanced Design System) 

 

Such filter can be effective in preventing interference from the power circuit. At the same 

time, the interference generated by high frequency chips must be eliminated, too. The 

crosstalk through power lines will be a great impact on other circuit. Therefore, the chip 

decoupling is important in high frequency circuit. Decoupling capacitor allocation is 

widely used to reduce power noise, which can reserve electronic charge and release it while 

chips make switches 
[2]

. The correct choice of decoupling capacitor is crucial. As the 

different materials, the parameters of capacitance are also different. In general, the 

electrolytic capacitor and solid tantalum capacitor is for low-frequency decoupling while 

the high-frequency decoupling effect of ceramic capacitor and monolithic capacitor is 

better. In most cases, the noise of the whole PCB is added to the power lines, which 

includes not only low-frequency noise, but also a number of high-frequency noise. In order 

to filter out the noise in this design, a large tantalum capacitance (typical for μF) and some 

small ceramic capacitances (typical for pF) are in parallel to decouple, which would greatly 

increase the noise filtering frequency range. 

 

Choosing a suitable decoupling capacitor is important, and reasonable to place decoupling 

capacitor is also very important. If the decoupling capacitor placed improperly, the line 

impedance will be increased and the resonant frequency will be reduced, thereby affecting 

the quality of power. The inductor of decoupling capacitor, chips or power supply can be 

calculated by : 

r

d
lL ln0




  

Where, l: wire length between chip and capacitor, r: wire radius, d: the distance between 

power line and ground. To reduce the inductance L, l and d must be reduced. That means 

the loop area formed by decoupling capacitor and chip should be decreased. So the 

decoupling capacitor must be as close as possible to the chip's power pin. 

 

In this design, the transmitter operating frequency is 2200 to 2300MHz. We calculate the 

decoupling capacitor
 [3]

 : 
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C
f

5400
  

where the unit of C is pF and the unit of f is MHz. In practice, the power is decoupled 

effectively by placing 4.7μF tantalum capacitor and 5pF and 10pF ceramic capacitors near 

the power pin of amplifier in parallel. The EVM of BPSK modulation signal is also 

improved in Figure 4.  

 
Figure 4. The Measuring BPSK Modulation Signal 

(Agilent N9020A-89601A Vector Signal Analyzer) 

 

The carrier frequency is 2250MHz and the base band digital signal rate is 4.3MHz. In 

Figure 4, we can observe that the EVM is about 6%, and carrier suppression is 25.6dB, 

which meets the requirement of design: EVM less than 7% and carrier suppression more 

than 25dB. 

 

In addition, there are other methods to avoid power noise interference, such as isolation of 

sensitive components, the use of linear voltage regulator instead of switching voltage 

regulator and so on. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The paper presents the cause of power noise and some methods to damp it. Power noise is 

arising from power circuit directly or indirectly and interference on the circuit. In inhibiting 

the effects to circuit, it should follow a general principle. On the one hand, it is necessary to 

prevent the impact of power noise on the circuit as far as possible. On the other hand, we 
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must minimize the interference from other chips or circuits in order to avoid power noise 

for the worse.  
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